125: Yoseph Borai (Stevens) def. Jacob Falleni (TCNJ) decision 10-4 Stevens up 3-0
133: Troy Stanich (Stevens) def. Jake Giordano (TCNJ) tech fall 18-1 Stevens up 8-0
141: Brett Kaliner (Stevens) def. Eric Friedman (TCNJ) major decision 8-0 Stevens up 12-0
149: Dylan Van Sickell (Stevens) def. David Santiago (TCNJ) major decision 16-8 Stevens up 16-0
157: Zach Wilhem (Stevens) def. Mark Gerstacker (TCNJ) decision 5-1 Stevens up 19-0
165: Thomas Poklikuha (Stevens) def. Luke Balina (TCNJ) decision 9-7 Stevens up 22-0
174: Phil Woods (Stevens) def. Kellen Whitney (TCNJ) decision 8-4 Stevens up 25-0
184: Daniel Kilroy (TCNJ def. Mark Kimbrell (Stevens) by fall Stevens up 25-6
197: Alex Mirabella (TCNJ def. Bruce Parola (Stevens) by fall Stevens up 25-12
285: Kyle Cocozza (TCNJ def Colin Myles (Stevens) by major decision 10-2 Stevens up 25-16